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SOLUTIONS OF SOME NONLINEAR ELLIPTIC PROBLEMS, 
WHICH ARE SINGULAR ON A SUBMANIFOLD 
By Michkle GRILLOT 
ABSTRACT. - Let (M,g) be a C’ complete connected Riemannian manifold of dimension N 2 3 and C a 
compact submanifold of M of dimension d 2 0 without boundary. First under some assumptions on h, we prove 
that C is a removable singularity for the equation -A,u + h(x,n) = 0 in M \ C. Secondly if M is compact 
and h(.c.~) = Iu~~-‘u, q > 1 or Ir(:r.cr) = e”, we construct solutions of that equation which blow-up on Y:, 
under some conditions on N,cl and (I. 
1. Introduction 
Let (A&, g) be a C2 complete connected Riemannian manifold of dimension N > 3 
and C a compact submanifold of A4 of dimension d 2 0 without boundary. Let A, denote 
the Laplacian with respect to the metric g and let f be the real-valued function defined 
either by f(r) = lr14-l T with 9 > 1 or by f(r) = 6. The main aim of this work is to 
construct solutions of the equation 
(1) -A,u + p(u) = 0 in M \ C 
which satisfy 
(2) u(x) --+ +cc when h(z) + 0. 
where b(z) denotes the distance with respect to 9 from x to C (we shall also write :I: + C). 
Recall that if u belongs to C1 (M \ C) and satisfies 
for all Cl-function $ with compact support in M \ C, then C is singular for 71, if II, cannot 
be extended to all of M as a Cl-function satisfying (3) for all Cl-function Q with compact 
support in M. If C is not singular, it is called a removable singularity. 
When M is replaced by an open subset R of R”, N > 3 and f(r) = lr]q-‘r with q > 1, 
V&on [ 181 and Barras and Pierre [2] have proved that if N > d + 2 and 9 > a, 
then C is a removable singularity. Barras and Pierre use the notion of the capacity of a 
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set and a duality method even though V&on use a method of a priori estimates. This is 
an extension of some results of Brezis and V&on [4] in the case dim(X) = 0. When 
f(r) = e” and N > d + 2. C is also a removable singularity from V&on [ 181. In fact 
the following result is proved: 
!f N > d + 2 and h, is a real continuous ,function on i2 x R satisfying 
then C is a removable singularity ,for the equation 
-AU(X) + 11(:1:. U(X)) = 0 for all .c E 12 \ C, 
where a is the Laplacian in [w”-. 
Here we prove a slightly more general result which extends the previous one to the 
framework of Riemannian geometry: 
THEOREM 1. - Assume N > d + 2 and ~1 sutisjes (4). Then C is a remo~~ahle singuILlrit> 
for the equation 
Consequently, it doesn’t exist any solution of (l)-(2) under the assumptions of Theorem I. 
Therefore we shall consider the following conditions: either 
(6) N > f/l + 2 and 1 < (I < (N - $)/(N - d - 2) 
or 
(7) N=d+2 and q > I 
if f(7.) = 17j’1-1 r’ with q > 1 and 
N=d+2 
if f(r) = e”. 
If N = d + 1, C represents the boundary of a manifold and when C is the boundary 
of an open subset 62 of R”, N 2 2 and f(r) = l~lq-~r the problem has been studied by 
many mathematicians. By probabilistic methods Dynkin [6] gives a representation of the 
minimal solution of (1) with 1 < 4 5 2 which blow-up on Xl. In particular he makes 
the connection between superprocesses and partial differential equations. Then Bandle and 
Marcus [l] and V&on [21] have obtained the existence, the uniqueness and the asymptotic 
behavior of the solutions in the case where 130 is regular. This study has been extended 
in the case of domains with non-smooth boundary: an existence and uniqueness result 
was established by Le Gall [ 121 in the case q = 2 and in dimension 2 (by probabilistic 
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methods) and by Marcus and V&on [14] in the case where X2 is compact and locally the 
graph of a continuous function defined on a (N - 1)-dimensional space. 
In the following of this paper we assume that A4 is compact and we consider both 
boundary conditions: 
(EB) ?lM = @ 
(I)B) 8M # 0, 3M is regular (that is class C2) and ‘u. = Cp on dM where + E C2(dM). 
Our main result is the following: 
THEOREM 2. - Assume (6) (respectively (7)). Then fur any y E [0, cx)], there exists a 
unique function II, in C1 (M \ C) satisf$ng (EB) (respectively (DB)) and: 
(8) -A,u + (uIQ--1u = 0 in M\C 
lim S(X)“-~-~ U(X) = y, 
T’C 
(respectively lili; (- logfS(z))-l U(Z) = 7). 
Moreover, if y = co, we have: 
(11) ,lli [s(z)]* U(X) = Zy,N-& 
where ln,k is defined for k > 2 by: 
(12) L2.k = Kwl- lNW/(q - 1)) - k)P. 
This is an extension of [lo] which treats the case of a singular submanifold imbedded 
in a bounded subset of WN, N > 3. 
REMARK 1. - If the solution u of Theorem 2 satisfies (9) with y E (0, +cc], then u is 
positive in a neighborhood of C. Therefore, under condition (EB) (respectively (DB) with 
Q, 2 0), the maximum principle implies u 2 0. Moreover, under those conditions and if Cp 
is positive, the strict maximum principle implies u > 0 in M \ C. 
REMARK 2. - As a consequence of that result we obtain the existence of a solution u > 0 
in C2(M \ C) satisfying (8) and 
(13) .I 
1 
u+)T-/(t)),lt = cc 
0 
for all 71 E C1([O, 11, M) such that q( [0, l[) c M and ~(1) E C. 
The existence of such a solution u plays some role in Riemannian geometry. Actually let 
W” be the hyperbolic N-space, N 2 3 and 1 a C2-submanifold of WN without boundary. 
We make the identification !-IN \ I = (BN \ C,~H) where BN = {z E RN : 1x1 < l} and 
,yH = (4/(1- ]PJ]~)~)?~ (~ij = &j denotes the Kronecker symbol). The question is: does there 
exist a positive function u on BN \ C such that gv = w4/(N-2)gH is a complete Riemannian 
metric with scalar curvature equal to -1. Setting U(X) = r/(2)(4/(1 - ]x]~)~)(~-~)/~, the 
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answer is affirmative if and only if there exists a positive solution IL of (8) satisfying ( 13) 
with M = ,?3” and ~1 = (N + 2)/(N - 2) ( see [ 161 and references therein). 
The uniqueness of such a solution remains an open problem. 
In the case f(r) = (‘I’, our main result is the following: 
THEOREM 3. - Assume d = -V -- 2. Then ji)r LU~X n/ E [O. 21 there exists a unique jimdon 
u in C1(M \ C) satisjjing (EB) (respectively (DB)) and 
(14) -a, /I + (1” = 0 in iZf \ 2: 
(15) 
11(X) 
h($L -- log(6(:1:)) = ?. 
We find again some results of [ 201 in the case of some isolated singularity in a domain of 
[wJv, N 2 2. The condition y < 2 arises in an a priori Keller-Osserman’s typical estimate: 
for all solution II, of (14) in ?( M \ C). there exists a positive constant G such that 
u(r) 5 -%!ogn(.l.) $- C’. 
for all n: E A4 \ C. 
Our paper is organized as follows: 
1. Introduction. 
2. Preliminary results. 
3. Removable singularity. 
4. The power case. 
5. The exponential case. 
Preliminary results 
In this section we consider the equation: 
(16) -AT/, + c fi.V~,, + I~L(~-~,~I = 0 in B(t). R) \ {O}. 
where c E Iw*, (1 > 1 and B(O. X) is the ball centered at the origin of radius Jr’ > 0 of 
Iw”, d: > 2 and we give the classification of asymptotic behaviors at the origin of radial 
solutions of (16). Set U(Z) = U( [:]:I) h 1. ,/ w ere ‘I’ is the norm of .I: in Iw”. If ‘II satisfies (16), 
then u satisfies: 
(17) --/I,. + C?l,. + /qL 
k-1 
-0r.r - 1 7: = (1 in JO. n[. 
The coefficient c - % of 71, is equivalent to -y at the origin. So it is natural that our 
results are similar to the case r = 0 which has been studied by Emden, Fowler, Brezis 
and V&on (see [7], [S], [4] et [lo]): 
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LEMMA 1. - Suppose k: > 2 and q > &. Let u E C2 (B(0, R) \ { 0)) be a radial 
solution of (16). Then ‘1~ can he extended to all B(O: R) as a C1 ,function sati?fiing (16) 
ir: D’(B(0, R)). 
LEMMA 2. - Suppose k: > 2 and 1 < (I < A. Let IL E C'(B(0. X) \ (0)) be a radial 
solution qf (I 6). Then we have one qf the following: 
(i) either Ia:1 * U(X) converges to fl,,k when :I: tends to 0, 
(ii) or (:c~~~‘u(:I:) converges to a real y which can take any value when x tends to 0. 
Moreover, for all c # 0 and y > 0 (resp. y < 0), there exi,sts u-~ E C”( B(0. R) \ { 0)) 
nonincreasing and nonnegative (resp. nondecreasing and nonpositive) solution qf ( I6), such 
that uy = 0 OH i3B(O, R) and sati.y@zg (ii) and when y tends to +m (resp. -x;), IL-, tends to 
‘11.~ (resp. K,) E C2(B(0, R) \ (0)) nonincreasing and nonnegative (resp. nondecreasing 
and nonpositive) solution of (16), such that u, = 0 on iJI?(O, R) and satisfying (i). 
This theorem admits a 2-dimensional version: 
LEMMA 3. - Suppose k = 2. Let II, E C’(B(0, R) \ (0)) be a radial solution of(16). 
Then we have one of the following: 
(i) either I:I:I 5 U(X) converges to &!,,A. when :I: tends to 0, 
(ii) or (-log I:cl)-’ (:T) u I, converges to a real y which can take any value when II: tends 
to 0. 
As in the previous lemma, we also have the actual existence of such solutions. 
REMARK 3. - Those lemmas can be extended to the case where u is not necessary 
radially symmetric but we just need them for our purpose. We will also need the next 
existence’s result: 
LEMMA 4. - For all 0 < S < R, and c # 0, there exists a nonnegative ,function 
zy E C2(]S> R[) n C(]S. R]) satisfying (17) on ]S, R[ and 
(18) Q(R) = 0. 
liiy(r) = +m. 
Moreover, (2s) posseces a subsequence which locally converges on IO, R[ to a function 
z E C2(]0. R[) n C(]O, R]) sati&ng ( 17) on IO, R[, (18) and 
lim ,&z(r) = lq,k.. T’O 
The proof of Lemmas I and 2 can be roughly described as follows (the proofs of 
Lemmas 3 and 4 are similar). First note that all solution ?I of (17) not identically zero 
vanishes at most once. Actually (17) is equivalent to: 
(19) (rk-le-cr*fi,), = r~-lC-q1lq--17~. 
If there exists r1 and ~2 such that ~(1.~) = u(T~) = 0, multiplying (19) by v and 
integrating by parts on (~1, rz), we find 
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Note also that if (r 0, ,ri(~~,)) is a locally extremum of 11, then it’s a minimum (resp. 
maximum) if and only if zl(ro) > 0 (resp. < 0), that’s a consequence of (17). So if ‘11 exists 
in a neighborhood of 0, either ‘1) is positive and nonincreasing or negative and nondecreasing 
in a neighborhood of 0. Therefore we just consider positive and nonincreasing functions. 
We start with the following u priori upperbound due to Keller-Osserman [ 1 I 1-I IS]. 
Step 1. - Assume 21 is a positive CI’ solution of (17). Then there exists a constant 
/J = p(k, Q, c) > 0 such that: 
for all T E 10, +[. 
Step 2. - Classicaly we introduce the function w defined by 
Ill(t) = I’ G%(r), t = - logr, 
for all t E (S, +cc) with S > - log min (1. $) Because of (20), ‘w 5 /S and furthermore 
satisfies 
on (S, +oo). From second order elliptic equations regularity theory both ‘wt and wtt remain 
boundedon (S,+m). If 4 # (k+2)/(k--2) that is k-2-4/(q--1) # 0, multiplying(21) 
by wt and integrating on (S. +oc) yields Jsoc w: < oc. If (I = (k + 2)/( k - 2), multiplying 
(21) by w and integrating on (S, T) for some T > S implies: 
Using an integration by parts, we obtain 
therefore 
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and &? r,$ < co. Similarly differentiating (21) yields sz VI:, < x. We deduce that 
lim ?l+ = lim ?litt = 0. Let I’+ be the w-limit set of the trajectory of UJ, that is -cd 00 
r+ = n u{~~(~)}. 
t>o r>t - 
From 111 5 [j, r+ is a nonempty compact connected subset of R and for N E I”, (21) 
vields: 
Then if we assume q > k/(k - 2), necessarily lim ,111 = 0 and if we assume 
1 < (I < k/(k - a), necessarily either limru = 0 or lirnq,?= I,,c. 
Step 3. - Assume 1 < (I < k/( k - 2) a:d 1’ 
x 
ml111 = 0. Then from [5], there exists 7’ > S, 
‘3c 
K > 0 and E > 0 such that 
for all t E (T, +CKI). The characteristic roots of the linearized equation of (21) near 0 
and when t tends to 00 are -2/(q - 1) and k - 2 - 2/(q - 1) which are negative. We 
write ‘III in the following form: ?u(t) = n(t)es + k(“-2-2/(q-1))t where n is a positive 
function on (S, +x) and b > 0; (21) yields 
(23) CL++ - (k - 2)& = ce-+fQ + cb(k - 2)$-3)t + a + be(k-2)t “e-T 
> 
Using (22) and twice integrating (23), we obtain 
where L, are real constants. If min(& + I, ~g) > 2 - k f 5, (24) implies that 
(25) w(t) < Aes + &$-*-2/(~/-l))t. 
for all t 1 T where A and B are positive constants. Otherwise we have (22) with an 
cl > E, therefore iterating that process we construct a sequence (Q)) which tends to CC 
and we obtain (25) with a suitable Al. Then we introduce the function y defined by 
y(t) = +*1I(T), t = - log 7’. 
Because of (25), y is bounded on (T, +co) and satisfies 
(26) yt+ + (k - 2 - e-*) ylt - c(k - 2)eety = f, 
with f = c5(k-q(kp2))tyY. S’ mce f is bounded (as y is and k - q(k - 2) < 0), we deduce 
from the regularity theory of second order elliptic equations with bounded coefficients and 
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by a classical bootstraping argument that both :(lt and ;Y~, remain bounded and continuous 




:1/f < 3L 
T 
and lim;(lt = 0. Therefore integrating (26) implies that ;y admits a tinite limit nt in Rt 
whenXt tends to x. 
Step 4. - Assume (I 2 k/(X: - 2). Then 1%1 w = 0 and MJ satisfies (22). If c 2 2/(([ - 1) 
then ‘II can be extended to [O.R). If cc < a/((! - 1). using (21) we have: 
(27) - 
Integrating (27) on (t. ‘s) and then on (T, t), we find 
II,(t) 5 L;p++lJ’ + L.l(‘-zqf + [,:,c-*. 
for all t 2 T where Li are real constants. Thus we obtain (22) with i > f. As for (25) we 
can find E’ > 2/(q - 1) such that (22) is valid and Lemma 1 is proved. 
Step 5. - Existence As in [a], using a molifier sequence there exists a radial positive 
function 9~~ E Lq(B(0.R)) n C’(B(O,X) \ (0)) such that: 
-AIL, + c h.Vir. + III- I”pl~u,, = y(k: - 2)IS”-11~o in D’(B(0. I?,)) 
(I,-, = 0 in ?III(O.R). 
Then U, satisfies Lemma 2 and (u,)? which is nondecreasing and satisfies (20) converges 
to some 16, solving (16) and (i). 
3. Removable singularity 
This aim of this section is to present the sketch of the proof of Theorem 1, which is an 
adaptation of results of [18]. Then we only give the main steps except for the extension of 
Osserman-Keller’s estimate where coefficients depending of the metric ,q appear. 
LEMMA 5. - Let II, be a function in I,g<.(M \ C) such that a,~ E L:,,,.(M \ C) (in 
distribution sense) satisfjkg: 
(28) -Llqu + hcl < c* a.e. in { :I: E M : U(X) 2 0). 
where h > 0, c 2 0. Then there exists rl > 0 such that for ull :I: satisfjkg 0 < n( :I:) < 71: 
(29) err < A@(X))-*. 
where A only depends on y, h, c, N, q and ‘1, 
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Proof. - C is a compact submanifold of M and then there exists rl > 0 such that 
TUB2,](C) = {x E M : 6(x) < 271) c M. 
Let ~a E M \ C such that 0 < S(za) < 71. Consider the function 71 defined by 
v(x) = A(?-,: - d(x>xO)“)-* + /A 
for all z E B3,(za,ro) = {z E M : d( X,X”) < TO} where d(z,za) denotes the distance 
with respect to g from z to x0, r. = S(zo)/2 and X and h are two positive constants 
to be determined such that 
(30) -L&v + buq > c in B~l(zo,r.O). 
Since C is compact, if we take q small enough, the exponential function on M is a 
diffeomorphism on B,(za,ra) for all ~0 E TUB,(C). Then setting ‘r = d(z,za) and 
using [3], a straightforward computation yields: 
a,qv = 7; r2 , ( - i] 
where Q = m and 8’ = dB/dr. From the definition of the me1 tric g and because 
TIYB~~(C) is- compact, there exists two positive constants ck and p such that 
8 L Q and 10’1 < p in TUB21,(C). 
Therefore 
N _ 2(9 + 1) 
q-1 > )I + ; r2 + bpq. 
If we choose: 
c f and P= t , 0 
v satisfies (30). From Kato’s inequality we have As(u - v)+ > 0 in B,(xo, ra) and then 
u(za) 5 v(x~,) which yields (29). 
Sketch of the proof of Theorem 1. - For all z E C, N,C denotes the normal space to C 
at z. Let v be the normal bundle of C in M. that is 
u = {(x,v) : x E C v E N,C} 
and define the exponential function exp, on u: 
exp,(x, v) = exp,(v), 
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where ezp, is the exponential function on Al (see 191, p. 15): nf is complete and X 
is compact, then eicr), : {(.I;. ?:) E v : 11,011 < 1.1 +- TVB,.(C) is a diffeomorphism for 
sufficiently small T > 0 (see 191, p. 35). Therefore Weyl’s formulas hold (see [9]. p. 161). 
Step 1. - Assume N > d + ‘2 and q > &&, 11 E L;lo, (M) and .f E Lj,,.(M) such that 
-A,v < .f’ in M \ C in weak sense. Then r:-satisfies --1,1! < .f in ,14 in weak sense, 
this is a consequence of Weyl’s formulas. 
Step2.-AssumeN>$+2andq> a. Under the assumption of Lemma 5, o,+ 
belongs to LyO,(M). This proceeds from Lemma 5 and Weyl’s formulas. Consequently it 
is derived that II.+ belongs to Lc(.( AT). 
Step 3. - From (4) there exists two positive constants 11 and (: such that: 
Then from step 2, ?L+ belongs to Lgc( M). In the same way *[L- belongs to Lg<!;,( M). Using 
(5) and step 1 we deduce that II satisfies (5) in M in weak sense and then IL E eZME(M) 
for all E > 0: this is a consequence of second order elliptic equations theory. 
4. The power case 
This section deals with the proof of Theorem 2. We begin with the estimate of the 
Laplacian of the distance function h, which generalizes a previous estimate due to Loewner 
and Nirenberg (see [13]). Next we construct a supersolution (respectively subsolution) of (8) 
in a neighborhood of C and satisfying (9) (10) or (11) and we extend them to all of M \ C. 
LEMMA 6. - There exists two constants A’ > 0 and 11, > 0 such that: 
for all x E TUB,(C) \ C, w h ere A: = N - 0’ is the codimension of C. 
Proof. - Let 20 E C. There exists a local chart (Ii, $) such that :co E tJ. For rn, E 11, 
$(m,) = (d(m,); x2(m), . . . . :~?(m)) d enotes the local coordinates of rrj, in (U. s+), in 
which we have 9 = (g;,), 9-l = (.(I”) and 
There also exists r. > 0 and Co > 0 such that 
(32) h” = Q‘f + . . . + a; 
in B,(xo,ro) c U, where G1, . . . . Qk are C’ functions in B,(x~: ro) which vanish on C, 
have linearly independent gradients there and satisfy: 
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Differentiating (32), we have 
(34) 
Since l&h-)* = 1, we obtain 
If we tend to C in the surface @‘2 = . . = Qk = 0, on which 6* = @T, we see that: 
Similarly 
(35) 
.v ‘ , 
ly$112 = c .&g$ = 1, on C, 
;.j=l 
for 1 = l? 2, . . . . k. Multiplying (34) by fi$j, differentiating 
summing, we find 
with respect to x1 and 
that is: 
Since <pl < I@(] 5 S from (32), (33) and (35) imply 
bA,S - (k - 1) = O(b) 
when S(x) tends to 0. Finally we obtain (31) because C is compact. 
LEMMA 7. - Assume (6) (respectively (7)). Lef y > 0. Then there exists ~0 > 0 and two 
functions v and w in C2(TUB,,, (C) \ C) both solving: 
-f&v + Il$l--1V < 0, in TUB,,(C) \ C 
(36) -A,w + ~w~‘I-~w 2 0, in TUB,,(C) \ C 
v 5 W) in TUB,,(C) \ C 
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and satisfying 
There also exists two functions II, and ID, in C2(TIIBCn (C) \ C) sati@jGng (36) and 
Proof. - The new idea which we present here is to look for u and w under the following 
form: 
(37) l/(Z) = ,il(h(Lrz)). w(x) = 7i1(il(:r:)) 
where G and ui are radially symmetric solutions of some perturbed Emden-Fowler’s 
inequalities in dimension k: = N - cl. Differentiating (37). we find: 
where, for all function f, f(h) denotes the function defined by f(h)(x) = .f(S(:c)). That’s 
the same for W. Since jV,,,(2 = 1, we look for E() > 0, 6 and *W both solving: 
-i&.,.(h) - fi,(6)A,il+ Iqh)l”-%(h) < 0, in TUBE, (C) \ C 
-Gvr.(f5) - 711,(5)L&l1 + I1li(tj)l~~~7ii(h) > 0. in TUI3,,(C) \ C 
ti < Cl, -  in (0, Q) 
and satisfying 
(respectively ,‘g;)(- logr))lil(r) = lili;(- log7.)-lG(T) = 7). 
From (38), we can look for II and 711 nonincreasing on (0, ~0). Therefore Lemma 6 
implies that: 
-i&(S) - ii,.(;lpq6 5 -i&(S) - y(6) - KG,,(S). 
In the same way, if 17, is nonincreasing on (O,EO), Lemma 6 implies: 
-7&.,(b) - 71/,(h)&$ > -7Tl,.~.(S) - yga) + Kui,,(h) 
and then it is sufficient to find ~0 < n, i, and rii such that: 
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and satisfying (38). So we can choose any e0 < (I,. Then setting R = co, Lemma 2 
ensures the existence of II and G satisfying (38) and (39): it is sufficient to take for fi 
(respectively for G) the solution II,-, of (16) with c = -K (respectively c = K) satisfying 
(ii) of Lemma 2. 
Finally putting U, in place of I/,-~ implies the existence of ?t, and ?u,. 
DEFINITION. - Let $2 be an open subset of M. We say that A is a subsolution (respectively 
supersolution) of (8) in H1-sense in 62 if A E H:,,.(II) n LyCz.’ (62) and 
for all nonnegative function C$ E H1(0) n LY+l(0) with compact support. 
LEMMA 8. - Let Ml and Mz be two open subsets of M such that C C Ml, MI is relatively 
compact in Mz and Mz relatively compact in M. Assume II is a subsolution (respectively 
supersolution) qf (8) in H1 -sense in M \ Ml and Mz \C. Then 1~ is a subsolution (respectively 
supersolution) of (8) in HI-sense in M \ C. 
Prooj: - Both Ml and Ma are open subsets such that MI is relatively compact in n/r,. 
Then there exists two open subsets VI and V, such that Ml c VI, F c V, and V, c M?. 
Let < be a P-function in M such that ( z 0 in M \ V,, < E 1 in VI and 0 5 c 5 1 
in M. Let d E H1(M \ C) with compact support and such that (i, > 0 in AI \ C. We 
have si, = c(i, + (1 - <)$I. First <d, E H’(Mz \ C), CC$ is nonnegative in MT \ C, with 
compact support. then: 
which is 
Then in the same way (1 - <)c#J is a nonnegative function in H1(M \ Ml) with compact 
support and 
If we add (40) and (41) we obtain that II is a subsolution of (8) in H1-sense in M \ C. 
Proof of Theorem 2. - We give the proof for the case (DB) and under the assumption 
16) (it’s similar for the other cases). 
Existence. - Let v’/ E C’(M) be the regular solution of the Dirichlet problem: 
1142) 
C 
-A,$ + Ili/lqel+ = 0. in M. 
41 = @, on 3iM. 
Taking TL = $, the existence of a solution u of (g)-(9) with y = 0 is established. We 
now assume y E (0: m). Since C is compact, there exists b > 0 such that TIII?h(C) c M 
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is regular and for all :I; E TUBh( C), there exists a unique point which realisea the distance 
iI(:r) of LI: to c. 
Step 1. - Construction of a subsolution: 
Lemma 7 yields the existence of c^() < b and a function ‘V E cI”(?‘UBF,, (2:) \ C) such that 
(4%) 
1 
-4,,ll + JuI+/l 5 0, in TC’B,,, (C) \ X. 
linih(,l)+~~ f5(:r) A-‘1--2,/)(:,;) = y. 
We want to extend 11 to whole M \ 2: as a function in G”(M \ C) n H~c,c,(M \ 2:) 
satisfying (43) in M \ C. Since ,ci, E C?(M) and C is compact, min{$(:I:) : .I’ E 
&!YJB,,,(E)} is a fixed real. So first we can translate 11 in 11 - T with a suitable T > 0 
such that II < 4) on X’UB,, (C), this is to obtain a continuous function when we connect 
7~ and ,(i/. In fact u is not defined on BTITB,,,(C); then we consider ‘r/ E (0. E,)) and we 
define the function 6 in TUBT,( C) \ C by 
n(x) = 11(.1:) - 
i 
;&y$$) b - d)liil 
in order that there exists a constant (2 ~10. ,I/[ such that 
(44) 5 < ,VI in TUB,,(C) \ TUBc( 
$1 ) 
Cl. 
The existence of the constant (: arises in the regularity of II and $ on the compact 
i)TUB,(C). Because the function 1’ H /~.lq-$ is increasing, r! still satisfies (43). 
Next, since li/ E C”(M) and ,6(x*) + +X when :I: --f X, there exists a constant P ~10. (.[ 
such that 
(1 < i, in TUB,.(C) \ C. 
We can now define V by: 
v = supjfi, 7)). 
C 
in TUB,,(C) \ 21. 
,tj> in M \ TUB,,(C). 
V = sup(G,$) in TUB,(C) \ C and from (44): c’ = Y/J in M \ TUBn,.(C), then 
V E C(M\C) nH;,,.(M\ C). B ecause of Lemma 8 and since 71~ E C2(M) satisfies 
(421, we just have to prove that V is a subsolution of (8) in W1-sense in TUB,)(C) \ C: 
q!! E C”(M) and 6 E C2(TUBq(C) \ C) yield A,(@ - ,jl) E Lfo,(TUBq(C) \ C) and 
Kato’s formulas implies: 
(45) - 
I 
. /7/j - +la,i, d71,, 2 - .Si,q7L(~t) - 6)4,($ - ;1)4d?J,. 
. TUB,, (9\C I . T’L’B,,(C)\X 
for all nonnegative C?- function 41 with compact support in TUBTf(C) \ z‘. But 
Iii, - 61 = 2V - y’i - 6 E H~o,.(TUB,(C) \ C), then integrating (45) by parts,we obtain: 
I 
V,(2V - 7) - ;I).Vg~dlly < - 
I 
Si~/71(7/~ - ~~)4,q(~J, - ffi)q!J fill, 
. TCB,,(C)\C . TlJB,,(C)\C 
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and using (42) and (43), we find 
We conclude that V is subsolution of (8) in H1-sense in TU&,(C) \ C and then 
i 
v E Cpf \ C) n H&,(M \ C), 
(‘46) -A,V + IV/“-W 5 0. 
in M\C, 
v = 0, on i)M. 
lirnh(,)4 6(:x) i+rl-2q4 = y, 
Step 2. - Construction of a supersolution: 
Lemma 7 yields the existence of Ed < 15 and a function ‘IU E G’*( TUL3,,, (C) \ C) such that 
( 17) 
{ 
-A,u + l~lq+u > 0. in TUB:,, (C) \ C. 
lin~~(,j,o S(z) ‘k-24:4 = ,./. 
So let e1 E (0.~~) and let < E C2(M \ TUB,,(C)), solution of: 
1 
-A& + \~I’-‘< = 0, in M \ TUB,, (C). 
c = a’: on 3M, 
li%+i)TIIBc, (C) C(xz) = hx. 
The existence of < is achieved by [21]. Let ‘1 = (E(, + ~~)/a. We now translate 111 to 
obtain 16 defined by: 
in order that there exists a constant e E (7, ~a) such that: 
C-48) 6 > < in TUB,(C) \ TUB,(C). 
The function ti still satisfies (47). Since 61 E C2(TUB,,,(C) \ C) and ((1~) -+ $00 
when 2 -+ aTUB,, (C), there exists a constant h E (0. e) such that: 
(49) <>ti in TUBfL(C) \ TUB,,(C). 
In the same way as V, we define W by 
?il, in TUB,, (C), 
W = inf(zir, <). in TUBT(C) \ TUBE,(C), 
c. in Ad’\ TUB,(C). 
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From (49) we have W = ?;I in TUB!, (C) \ X, and from (48) IV = i’ in AI \ Tli 13, (X). 
Then as in step 1, W E C(M \ C) n Hk,,,(-U \ C) and satisfies 
i 
-L.&w + lw~~-lw > 0. in Al \ C. 
(50) w = a. on OM. 
lim~(,.j,,, h(:r)‘yP”P”W(:c) = y. 
Step 3. - Construction of a solution: 
First we prove that V 5 IV in AJ \ X. Let E > 0 and set m, = rnitx(0. - min{@(:r) / 
:c E i)AJ}). We consider the function lVE defined in M \ C by kVE = (1 + E)W + c7a. 
Then W, E C(A4 \ C) n H,r,,.(M \ C) and satisfies from (50): 
i 
-A,qwE + IwpM/, > 0. in M \ C, 
(51) w, = @ + ,-((a + 7n). on i)iU, 
limo(,~),o h (:r ) ~y-“-“wE(.7:) = (1 + E)Y. 
From (46) and (51) there exists a neighborhood U of C such that V L: W, in U \ C. 
Then both V and W, satisfy 
-A,(V - W>) + IVI’~PIV - IW,/“-‘W, 5 0 in M \ C. 
Multiplying that inequation by (V - WE)+ and integrating by parts we obtain 
Therefore (V - W,) + is constant in M \ U, but (\’ - WE)+ = 0 in li \ X, thus 
(V - WC)+ = 0 in A[ \ C, that is I/ < WE in M \ C and when E tends to 0, we obtain 
(52) 1’ 5 LV in M \ C 
So there exists one subsolution V and one supersolution W of (s)-(9) such that (52) 
is valid and then by an easy adaptation of some results of [16], there exists a solution 
of (g)-(9). 
Step 4. - By Lemma 7 we can replace 
lim n(:~)~‘~“~~~(n:) = lim h(:1;)‘“-‘“11,(:1:) = ?; 
h(.r)-iO b(.r)-0 
in (43) and (47) by 
Thus there also exists a solution 71. of (8), (11) and (8). (9) with y = 3~. 
Step 5. - Let ‘u be a solution of (8) (9) with y = X. We have to prove that II 
satisfies (I 1). First we claim that 
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From (9) there exists R E (0, a) such that u > 0 in TUBR(C) \ C and where n is 
the constant which has been introduced in Lemma 6. Recall that from Lemma 2 there 
exists for this R a function U? E C’(O, R) satisfying (17) with c = -K, IL, (R) = 0 
and (ii). Therefore: 
-qu,(q) + (4qq 5 0. in TUL31!(C) \ C, 
limh(r)4) S(z) “-d-2u~(s(Lr~)) = y. 
u7(S(n:)) = 0, for all 2; E 3TUBR(C). 
As in step 3 we deduce from the maximum principle that 11,(h) 5 u in TUL3n(C) \ C 
and when y tends to +zo, Lemma 2 implies (53). 
Next we claim that 
(54) 
For the same R recall that there exists a function zs E C2(S: R) f’ C( (S, R]) for all 
S < R satisfying (17) with c = K. Let M be the maximum of u on ~TUBR(C). Then 
-A&s(6) + M) + (zs(S) + M)q 2 0, in TUBER \ TUB,s(C), 
zs(S(z)) + M = M, for all :I; E 8TUL3R(C). 
limn(r)+O z~(n‘(z)) + M = +CXI. 
And from the maximum principle we deduce that zs (S) + M > 7~ in TUBR (C) \TUBs (C). 
Then Lemma 4 implies z(S) + M > u in TUBR(C) \ C and (54) is established. 
Uniqueness. - Let ~1 and ~2 be two functions in C1(M \ C) satisfying (S), (9) 
(respectively (10) or (11)) and (DB) (respectively (EB)). Considering for E > 0 the 
function u, defined by U, = (1 + E)U~ + em, with m. = max(0. - min{@(z) / II: E 3M)) 
under assumption (DB) (respectively U, = (1 + E) ~~~ under assumption (EB)); we have as 
in step 3: ?L, > 1~2 in M \ C and when E tends to 0 we obtain u1 2 71,~ in M \ C. In the 
same way 11~ < 7~~ in M \ C and then 11. = 7~2 in M \ C which implies the uniqueness. 
5. The exponential case 
In this section we prove Theorem 3. As before the idea is to construct sub- and super- 
solutions of (14)-(15) in a neighborhood of C and to extend them to all of M \ C. For 
that we also use Lemma 6. 
LEMMA 9. - Assume d = N - 2. Then for any y E [O. 21 there exist E() > 0, II and ,111 
in C2(TUB,, (C) \ C) both solving: 
-a,v + ,‘I < 0. 
-A,w + e7La-i 0: 
in TUB,,(C) \ C, 
(55) 
in TUB,,(C) \ C, 
v < w, 
4s) 
in TUB,, (C) \ C, 
lim5(3)-0 ~ log(6(a)) = liw(,)-0 _ lo$$)) = 7. 
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Proof1 - If y = 0, then the regular solution of (14) satisfies (15) and (55). Assume 
7 # 0. As in Lemma 7 we still look for 1’ and ‘~1 in the following form: 
,U(.L) = it(h(x)). 111(J) = (;I( h(J)). 
where ii and G are radially symmetric solutions of some Z-dimension inequalities. Because 
of (55), we can look for fit and 111 nonincreasing on (0, tl(,) and Lemma 6 implies that it 
is sufficient to find ~0 < (I,, I; and Cl such that: 




+sC,. + KG,. + IJ"' < 0, on (0. Ed,). 
6 5 rc, i:,, < 0 and ,G,. < 0. on (0. c,,). 
liin,.,o * = lini,.,,l $J$ =-y. 
We introduce the functions cv and !I defined by: 
‘G(T) = - log /jr + w(f)) 
with t = - logs 
G(7.) = - log 7*(u + ;j(t)) 
for all t E (- log~o. +x). A straightforward computation yields that (56) is equivalent 
on (- log E(): +x) to: 
I 
tntt + ‘Au+ - Ky+ - Kc,-ftr - h'fr;-'tu+ - &-I-~+(J) > (), 
(57) 
t/It* + a/j+ + Kyc' + Kept/j + h’f&[jt - $(-z+ *j) ;() 
- 0 < r’j. y + cv + ttrf 2 0. y + p + t/j+ > 0. 
lim cl(t) = lirn /j(t) = 0. 
t++x t&+.X 
with t > 0 that is E(] < 1. Since the term ttrtt + 2trt appears, we can look for o under 
the following form o(t) = yltexl with Xi > 0. In the same way we can look for r’l: under 
the form: /j(t) = y2tPXJ with A:! > 0 where X1, X2, yl, y2 are to be determined such 
that for all t E (- logs,,, +x): 
i 
yl(,!,l - 1)X1 - &+-ffb+ 1 - Kyltf>-f + KyIXlfc--’ - /x1+1$? -2-ilif-‘i) > 0. 
y2(X2 - 1)X2 + Kyc~-‘++~ + Ky2tr>-+ _ &-Y2&tc>-f _ fh+ll$(-rr2+lf- ‘I ) < (), - 
?lf -xI < “i&‘: ,-/P + Tl( 1 - A,) > 0. yP + y,?(l - X,) 2 0 
A, > 0. x2 > 0. 
If we choose 0 < X1 = X2 < 1 and y1 = -y2 = -1, then there exists E() E (0, rnin(a~ I)) 
such that both v and w defined on TUB,,, (C) \ C by: 
(58) 
,u(:c) = - logn(.c)(~ - (- logb(:x:))-A’) 
‘II(J) = - log h(r) (?, + (- log S(x)) ^“I) 
solve (55). 
REMARK 4. - The proof of Lemma 9 can be adapted to Lemma 2. However we need 
section 2 in the proof of Theorem 2 to check that the solution of (8)-(9) (or (10)) with 
y = x satisfies (11). 
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Proqf’ of Theorem 3. - Everything is done as in the proof of Theorem 2 except for 
the uniqueness and the comparison of two functions as in step 3, for which we proceed 
as follows. 
Let %L~ and 9~ be two solutions of (14)-( 15) under assumption (DB). We introduce the 
function ,U defined on M \ C in the following way 
(59) 
where d(z. m) denotes the distance with respect to the metric g from LC to 0. By an easy 
adaptation of some results of [ 171, ,LL satisfies: 
(60) 
A,& = 0. in M \ C. 
/L(X) > -Clog(6(:c)) - D. for all z E A/l \ C. 
where C and D are two positive constants. For all E > 0 we consider the function /Lo 
defined by /-ls = EP and we shall compare ul+jl,, and u2. Because of (15) and (60) we have 
Therefore there exists a neighborhood UE of C such that: 
‘7L1 + IL, > ‘7L2 in U,. 
In an other hand from (DB) and (59) we have 
u1 + ILL - u2 = p, > 0 on an/r. 
Finally, from (14) and (60) both uzl + /Lo and ILL solve 
-L$,(u~ - (7~~ + pE)) + e”’ - e”‘+I’c 5 0 in M \ C. 
As in the power case the maximum principle implies that ‘1~~ + /L= > ‘7~~ in M \ C and 
when E tends to 0, we obtain u1 > 11,~ in M \ C. In the same way ~2 > 1~~ in M \ C and 
finally 71,~ = ‘ILL in M \ C which ends the proof. 
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